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Abstract. The motion imagery community would benefit from standard
measures for assessing image interpretability. The National Imagery In-
terpretability Rating Scale �NIIRS� has served as a community standard
for still imagery, but no comparable scale exists for motion imagery. Sev-
eral considerations unique to motion imagery indicate that the standard
methodology employed in the past for NIIRS development may not be
applicable or, at a minimum, requires modifications. The dynamic nature
of motion imagery introduces a number of factors that do not affect the
perceived interpretability of still imagery—namely target motion and
camera motion. We conducted a series of evaluations to understand and
quantify the effects of critical factors. This paper presents key findings
about the relationship of perceived interpretability to ground sample dis-
tance, target motion, camera motion, and frame rate. Based on these
findings, we modified the scale development methodology and validated
the approach. The methodology adapts the standard NIIRS development
procedures to the softcopy exploitation environment and focuses on im-
age interpretation tasks that target the dynamic nature of motion imag-
ery. This paper describes the proposed methodology, presents the find-
ings from a methodology assessment evaluation, and offers
recommendations for the full development of a scale for motion imagery.
© 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2801504�
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Introduction

he National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency has con-
ucted research and development into the feasibility of de-
eloping an interpretability scale for motion imagery. The
ational Imagery Interpretability Rating Scale �NIIRS� is a
uantification of image interpretability that has been em-
raced by the intelligence community for still imagery.1–5

ach NIIRS level indicates the types of exploitation tasks
n image can support based on the expert judgments of
xperienced analysts. Development of a NIIRS for a spe-
ific imaging modality rests on a perception-based
pproach.1,5 Additional research has verified the relation-
hip between NIIRS and performance of target detection
asks.6,7 Accurate methods for predicting NIIRS from the
ensor parameters and image acquisition conditions have
een developed empirically and substantially increase the
tility of NIIRS.2,5,8 In exploring avenues for development
f a similar metric for motion imagery, a clearer under-
tanding of the factors that affect the perceived quality of
otion imagery was needed.
Several studies have explored specific aspects of this

roblem, such as target motion, camera motion, and frame
ate.9–11 Each study involved imagery analysts performing
pecific tasks with motion imagery in accordance with a
esigned experimental plan that varied the factors of inter-
st while controlling for other effects. The first study ad-
091-3286/2007/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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dressed target motion, camera motion, scene complexity
and ground sample distance �GSD�. The second evaluation
explored performance of a range of image exploitation
tasks and their relationship to GSD and frame rate. The
third evaluation also considered performance of specific
image exploitation tasks, concentrating on consistency
across the analysts.

Based on the findings from these studies, we conducted
an evaluation to test a specific evaluation methodology for
the development of a NIIRS-like scale for motion imagery.
The methodology proposed for the development of a mo-
tion imagery scale is based on the standard NIIRS develop-
ment approach, but has been adapted to the combination of
the softcopy environment and motion imagery. The findings
of this evaluation are guiding the overall plan for develop-
ing a motion imagery quality metric. The methodology ap-
pears to be viable, as the findings presented here will show.
Full scale implementation of this approach involves an am-
bitious program that will produce a NIIRS-like scale for
motion imagery.

2 Background
The NIIRS provides a common framework for discussing
the interpretability, or information potential, of imagery.
NIIRS serves as a standardized indicator of image interpret-
ability within the national security community. An image

quality equation �IQE� provides a method for predicting the
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IIRS of an image based on sensor characteristics and the
mage acquisition conditions.2,5,8 Together, the NIIRS and
QE are useful for:

• Communicating the relative usefulness of the imagery,
• Documenting requirements for imagery,
• Managing the tasking and collection of imagery,
• Assisting in the design and assessment of future im-

aging systems, and
• Measuring the performance of sensor systems and im-

agery exploitation devices.

The foundation for the NIIRS is that trained imagery
nalysts have consistent and repeatable perceptions about
he interpretability of imagery. Development of a NIIRS-
ike scale for motion imagery depends on a similar demon-
tration of consistency among analysts. Furthermore, the
riginal NIIRS methodology was implemented for still im-
gery in hardcopy. Modifications to handle softcopy display
nd the dynamic nature of motion imagery are necessary.

Perceptual Studies of Motion Imagery
series of recent studies provide a basic understanding of

he critical factors affecting perceived interpretability of
otion imagery. The critical factors identified in our pre-

iminary investigations are: the motion of the targets, mo-
ion of the camera, GSD �spatial resolution�, frame rate
temporal resolution�, and scene complexity. These factors
ave been explored and characterized in three evaluations.

We found that the major factors affecting the perceived
nterpretability are spatial resolution �GSD� and temporal
esolution �frame rate�. The analysts were consistent in
heir perceptions of motion imagery and the perceptions of
erforming common image exploitation tasks. This finding
olds for both “static” tasks that might be performed with
till imagery and for “dynamic” tasks that involve detection
nd recognition of activities and rely on the temporal infor-
ation provided by motion imagery.

.1 Motion and Complexity
his evaluation assessed the effects of target motion, cam-
ra motion, scene complexity, and possible interactions
mong these factors.9,10 The objective of this investigation
s to develop an understanding of the effects of target mo-
ion, camera motion, and scene complexity in the percep-
ion of image quality and interpretability. The evaluation
asks were:

• Ratings of each motion imagery clip and correspond-
ing frames of still imagery using the Visible NIIRS

• Paired comparisons of motion imagery clips to still
images extracted from the same clips

• A set of paired comparisons of diverse motion imag-
ery clips to assess the effects of target motion, scene
complexity, and the interactions between the two.

The concept underlying the Visible NIIRS is that imag-
ry analysts should be able to perform more demanding
nterpretation tasks on imagery that is of higher interpret-
bility. The NIIRS consists of ten graduated levels �0–9�,
ith several interpretation tasks or criteria forming each
evel. These criteria indicate the amount of information that

ptical Engineering 117401-
can be extracted from an image at a given interpretability
level. With a Visible NIIRS 2 �panchromatic� image, for
example, analysts should just be able to detect large build-
ings, while on NIIRS 6 imagery they should just be able to
identify automobiles as sedans or station wagons.1–3

We conducted an evaluation with imagery analysts to
address these fundamental issues using a set of 35 motion
imagery clips. For each pairwise comparison, the analyst
was asked to indicate the relative image interpretability for
the two clips using a ratio scale. In addition, analysts were
asked to rate each video clip and corresponding still images
using the current Visible NIIRS.

The image set for the evaluation was populated with
existing holdings at the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency’s Persistent Surveillance Office and special collec-
tions by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
The imagery used in this evaluation was high definition
television data collected from a single 720�1280 progres-
sive scan camera system. While the ultimate development
of a motion imagery quality metric must embrace a range
of camera systems and imaging conditions, this effort fo-
cuses on understanding specific effects related to percep-
tions of motion imagery. Consequently, the relatively lim-
ited range of image conditions effectively controls for a
number of factors that might otherwise confound the effects
of interest in this study.

All imagery was characterized with respect to target mo-
tion, camera motion, and scene complexity. Each clip was
rated from 1 �low� to 5 �high� with respect to each of these
factors. The ratings are subjective, based on the following
definitions:

• Target Motion: The targets �usually vehicle or people
in the scene� are moving with respect to the back-
ground and/or the raster

• Camera Motion: The camera is moving with respect to
the background

• Scene Complexity: High complexity scenes include
diverse clutter, multiple independent motions, higher
spatial frequency information with their distribution
across the image plane, target confusers, partial obscu-
ration, or other features that make it difficult for an
observer to detect and track the targets.

In addition, the ground sample distance �GSD� was es-
timated via mensuration of known objects in the scene and,

Table 1 Characteristics represented in each GSD bin.

Target
motion

Scene
complexity

Camera
motion

Low Low Low

Low High Low

High Low Low

High High Low

High High High
where possible, validated by comparison to metadata. From
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full database of several hundred motion imagery clips, a
et of 35 clips was selected for the evaluation. These clips
ere grouped into bins of similar GSD, where each group-

ng spanned five combinations of conditions �Table 1�.
ince camera zoom radically affects interpretability, clip
election required that the zoom remains essentially con-
tant over the entire duration of the clip. Under this condi-
ion, a clip can then be assigned a GSD which varies mini-
ally across frames. The unbalanced design arose from the

imitations of the available imagery. From each clip, a high
uality still image was extracted by applying a super-
esolution process to five consecutive frames. The motiva-
ion was to correct for possible noise effects present in a
ingle frame. However, visual inspection indicated that for
hese clips, the super-resolution product was almost indis-
inguishable from a single frame. Thus, the full set of im-
gery consisted of 35 video clips of approximately 5 s in
ength and 35 corresponding still images.

Twelve image analysts �IAs� participated in the evalua-
ion. All of the analysts had experience with operational
xploitation of imagery and were NIIRS certified. Experi-
nce levels spanned a range from junior analysts to long-
enured senior ones. Following the initial introduction, each
A worked through the evaluation at his/her own pace, tak-
ng breaks as needed. All imagery was viewed on calibrated
onitors under controlled lighting conditions. To facilitate

isplay of motion imagery for paired comparisons, the
etup used two PCs, each with a high-quality color monitor.
ll responses were recorded in hardcopy. At the end of the

Fig. 1 Format for capturing

Fig. 2 �a� The graph on the left depicts the me
compared to the mean visible NIIRS ratings for
line shown; �b� the graph on the right shows the
the motions imagery clip and the estimated log

shown.

ptical Engineering 117401-
evaluation, each IA completed an exit questionnaire to pro-
vide subjective feedback. The four steps in the evaluation
were:

1. Visible NIIRS ratings of still images that were ex-
tracted from each motion imagery clip

2. Visible NIIRS ratings of the motion imagery clips
3. Paired comparisons of the motion imagery clip to a

single frame from the clip sequence using the rating
scale shown in Fig. 1.

4. Paired comparisons between various pairs of motion
imagery clips, also using the scale shown in Fig. 1.

Throughout the evaluation, target motion has a signifi-
cant effect on perceived image quality, in terms of both
NIIRS ratings and paired comparisons. Motion imagery
clips in which the targets are moving are consistently rated
higher. This result is not surprising, since motion increases
target salience. It is interesting to note, however, that the
effects due to camera motion were not statistically signifi-
cant and there are only weak indications of an interaction
effect involving target motion and scene complexity.

Steps 1 and 2 of the evaluation demonstrate that trained
IAs are capable of providing consistent NIIRS ratings for
motion imagery. On average, the NIIRS ratings for the mo-
tion imagery clips are slightly �0.28 NIIRS units� higher
than for the corresponding still image �Fig. 2�a��. This dif-
ference approaches statistical significance �t-statistic=1.91,
p-value=0.066�. Both the NIIRS ratings and the paired

comparison quality ratings.

ible NIIRS ratings for the motion imagery clips
rresponding still images, with the least squares
nship between the mean visible NIIRS rating of
� for the same clip, with the least squares line
paired
an vis
the co
relatio

10�GSD
November 2007/Vol. 46�11�3
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omparisons indicate that image interpretability is inversely
elated to log10�GSD�. In the regression analysis,
og10�GSD� accounts for more than 80% of the variance
nd the t-statistic on the regression coefficient is 10.71—
ery highly significant. While the relationship is linear, the
lope is much lower than expected �Fig. 2�b��. Historically,
doubling or halving of GSD produces a one NIIRS unit

hift. These ratings exhibit about a half NIIRS unit shift
hen GSD varies by a factor of 2. This flatter relationship
ay be due to changes in the image associated with soft-

opy display or because the color imagery provides better
arget contrast than for panchromatic imagery.

Visible NIIRS ratings for the motion imagery clips are
lightly, but statistically significantly, higher than for the
orresponding NIIRS ratings of still images. The paired
omparisons suggest that the perceived interpretability of
otion imagery is considerably higher than for still images,

ut the Visible NIIRS is not sensitive to all the factors
nfluencing the perceived interpretability of motion imag-
ry. Figure 3 illustrates this point. On the left side, the bars
epresent the values of t-statistics to test for significant dif-
erences between motion imagery and still imagery. One set
f bars are computed from the NIIRS ratings, i.e., the
-statistic arises from the paired test of NIIRS ratings for
till images versus NIIRS ratings for the corresponding
ideo clips. The other bars are the t-statistics computed
rom the paired comparisons of stills to video clips �step 3�
nd test for a significant difference from zero. Note that the
ars based on the paired comparisons show a much stron-
er difference, indicating the motion imagery has much
igher interpretability than the corresponding still frames.

.2 Evaluation of Image Exploitation Tasks
wo evaluations assessed the ability of imagery analysts to
erform various image exploitation tasks with motion im-

Fig. 3 �a� The t-statistics for testing a differenc
comparisons of motion imagery clips to still ima
gery. The tasks included detection and recognition of ob-

ptical Engineering 117401-
jects, as might be performed with still imagery, and the
detection and recognition of activities, which relies on the
dynamic nature of motion imagery.11

In these two evaluations, trained imagery analysts rated
their confidence in performing specific image exploitation
tasks on a set of motion imagery clips. The tasks included
things that could, in principle, be done with still imagery,
such as detection and recognition of various targets or ob-
jects. Other tasks included in the evaluation were specific to
motion imagery, focusing on detection and recognition of
activities, e.g., loading versus unloading of cargo. In the
remainder of this paper we use the term static tasks to refer
to detection and recognition of objects and dynamic tasks to
refer to detection and recognition of activities.

Two evaluations provided the data to address the objec-
tives described above. The first evaluation varied a number
of factors to provide an initial assessment of each of the
study objectives. The second evaluation held frame rate
constant at 30 frames per second �fps� in order to develop a
more statistically robust assessment of consistency and the
relationship between task satisfaction and GSD.

The initial image exploitation tasks were drawn from the
set of tasks comprising the Visible NIIRS. These and other
tasks used in previous NIIRS development efforts provided
the static tasks. Development of dynamic tasks required
identifying activities of interest on motion imagery. A list of
approximately 50 dynamic tasks was compiled. These can-
didate tasks, both static and dynamic, were reviewed to
select specific tasks for the evaluation that would span the
range from easy to difficult. In addition, these tasks refer-
enced common objects and activities that would be familiar
to the analysts.

We used image clips that cover a range of GSDs and
exhibit both low and high motion. To explore the interac-
tion of these factors with frame rate, it is necessary to also

to motion and �b� raw ratings from the paired
e due
cover a range of frame rates. We achieved this by perform-

November 2007/Vol. 46�11�4
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ng frame sampling on the selected clips. A large set of
magery �approximately 500 image clips� was reviewed
ith respect to motion content, complexity, and quality.
he imagery selected for the evaluation ranged in GSD

rom 200 in. to approximately 1 in.. Each clip was 15 s
ong. Each of these primary clips was then sampled to pro-
uce 15 s renditions at 30, 15, and 1 fps. A single frame
as selected from the middle of each 15 s clip to produce a

till image for comparison, as well.
The first evaluation consisted of the assessment of each

lip, at each of a number of frame rates and for a single
rame, according to each task. For every clip at each frame
ate, each analyst rated how effectively he/she believed
ach exploitation task could be performed. The ratings were
n a scale of 0 �no confidence� to 100 �very high confi-
ence�. The work flow allowed the analyst to view the clip
s many times as needed. The analyst would then review
he first task make an assessment relative to that clip. After
ating the first task, the analyst would go on to the second
ask and so on. Once all of the tasks were rated with respect
o the first clip, the analyst would bring up the second clip
nd repeat the process, continuing until all tasks and been
ated relative to all clips. The order of presentation of the
lips was grouped into blocks by frame rate and random-
zed within each block. The order of the frame rates was
ounterbalanced across analysts and the order of tasks
ithin each clip was randomized.
In addition, each full-frame rate �30 fps� clip and each

till image �single frame� was rated with the Visible NIIRS.
his allowed us to assess any correlation between NIIRS

ating by the analyst and the confidence assigned to the
asks. Because both the clip and the still frame were NIIRS

Table 2 Imagery

Coarse �60–100� GSD�

Low target motion 30, 15, 1, and 0 fps

High target motion 30, 15, 1, and 0 fps

ig. 4 Mean confidence ratings across all tasks and clip, by frame

ate.

ptical Engineering 117401-
rated, we could examine the effects of motion on NIIRS.
Thus, the evaluation itself consists of three distinct steps:

1. Assessment of all clips at each frame rate and still
frame according to each criterion.

2. NIIRS ratings of the 30 fps clips.
3. NIIRS ratings of the still frames.

Because each task is rated relative to each clip, the num-
ber of ratings grows quickly with the number of tasks and
clips. To keep the size of the evaluation manageable and to
avoid fatigue, we constrained the evaluation to a relatively
small number of clips and tasks. Six parent clips were used
to generate renditions at 30, 15, and 1 fps, and the still
image. Thus, 24 clips �six parent clips times four frame
rates� were presented to the analysts. Three of the parent
clips had high target motion and three had little or no target
motion �Table 2�. The spatial resolutions included coarse,
medium, and fine GSDs. Fourteen exploitation tasks were
used—seven static tasks and seven dynamic ones.

Evaluation 2 followed a very similar structure, but did
not explore variations in frame rate. The goal for the second
evaluation was to expand the number of criteria and the
number of clips to provide a larger sample for assessments
of rater consistency. The larger pool of data also supported
more extensive comparisons of task satisfaction to GSD.
This evaluation included 20 image clips, all viewed at
30 fps, and 20 image exploitation tasks. Eleven analysts
participated in the evaluation.

The primary measure of performance was the confidence
assigned to each task relative to each clip. The first evalu-

r the evaluation

Resolution

edium �10–60� GSD� Fine �1–10� GSD�

0, 15, 1, and 0 fps 30, 15, 1, and 0 fps

0, 15, 1, and 0 fps 30, 15, 1, and 0 fps

Fig. 5 Mean confidence ratings across all tasks and clip, by frame
data fo

M

3

3

rate and task type.
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tion permitted an initial investigation of the effects of
rame rate, scene content �high versus low target motion�,
nd the nature of the task �static versus dynamic�. The Vis-
ble NIIRS ratings provided additional information about
erceptions of the motion imagery.

The results show that task confidence does vary with
rame rate �Fig. 4�. When the tasks are broken out by static
nd dynamic, the expected pattern emerges. Static tasks,
hich could in principle be performed with still imagery of

ufficient quality, are insensitive to frame rate. The dy-
amic tasks, however, are sensitive to frame rate and con-
dence drops dramatically with reduced frame rate �Fig. 5�.
he pattern is not sensitive to the scene content in the sense
f target motion. Task confidence exhibits the same pattern
or both high-target motion and low-target motion clips
Fig. 6�. This is a promising result in terms of scale devel-
pment, because it suggests that analysts can assess infor-
ation potential from a clip independent of the level of

arget motion. The pattern is also consistent across the three
SD bins represented in the data �Fig. 7� and consistent
ith other frame rate studies.11,12 The analysis of variance

Table 3� demonstrates that GSD bin and frame have very
ighly statistically significant effects on the analysts’ con-
dence in performing the image exploitation tasks. Further-

Table 3 Analysis of va

Source
Sum of
squares

Degrees of
freedom

Frame
rate

204 248.5 3

ask type 49 711.3 1

GSD 1 543 782.1 1

Frame
rate by

task type

123 801.4 3

Error 2 821 092.3 2343

ig. 6 Mean confidence ratings across all tasks and clip, by frame
ate and target motion.
ptical Engineering 117401-
more, the frame rate by task type interaction term is also
highly significant. The dynamic tasks are highly sensitive
to frame rate, while static tasks are not.

Analysis of the Visible NIIRS ratings revealed the ex-
pected results. Visible NIIRS varies inversely with
Log10�GSD�, as is also the case with still imagery �Figs. 8
and 9�. The pattern is independent of the level of target
motion in the clip �Fig. 8�. It is also independent of frame
rate �Fig. 9�. Both of these findings should be expected,
since the Visible NIIRS addresses exploitation tasks for still
imagery.

The second evaluation provided a closer look at rater
consistency and the relationship between task confidence
and the properties of the image clip. In general, the analysts
showed good agreement in their confidence ratings �Fig.
10�. Correlations between an individual’s ratings and the
mean of the group were roughly 0.9. In addition, the con-
fidence ratings exhibit the desired relationship with GSD.
As Figs. 11 and 12 suggest, an “easy” task can be per-
formed on most clips regardless of GSD.

These two evaluations provide valuable insight into ana-
lysts’ perception of the interpretability of motion imagery.
Following the approach used in the development of NIIRS,
the interpretability can be defined by the types of image

for confidence ratings.

Mean
square F-statistic P value

68 082.8 56.54 �0.000005

49 711.3 41.29 �0.000005

1 543 782.1 1282.16 �0.000005

41 267.1 34.27 �0.000005

1204.1

Fig. 7 Mean confidence ratings across all tasks and clip, by frame
rate and GSD.
riance
November 2007/Vol. 46�11�6
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xploitation tasks that can be performed on a given clip.
he findings from these two evaluations are consistent with

his approach and point to three major conclusions:

1. The perceived ability to perform exploitation tasks
depends primarily on the spatial resolution of the im-
agery, as measured by GSD. Log10�GSD� accounts
for about 80% of the variance in the ratings.

2. The ability to perform dynamic tasks, which involve
detection and recognition of activities, depend on the
temporal resolution, as measured by frame rate. Static
tasks, however, are not sensitive to frame rate.

3. Confidence in performance exploitation tasks,
whether static or dynamic, does not depend on the
level of target motion in the scene.

These findings are consistent with the premise that de-
elopment of a task-based scale for motion imagery is fea-
ible. Based on these findings, we have conducted a pilot
nvestigation of the scale development methodology before
mbarking on the full scale development effort.13 Based on
he experience to date, we conclude that development of a
IIRS-like scale for motion imagery is feasible and we
ope to proceed with full scale development in the near
uture.

ig. 8 NIIRS ratings by log10�GSD� and target motion �high vs low�.
ig. 9 NIIRS ratings by log10�GSD� and frame rate �30 fps vs still�.

ptical Engineering 117401-
4 Scale Development Methodology
The methodology for developing the NIIRS has been ap-
plied with multiple types of imagery and offers a robust
approach to developing a scale.1–5 The basis for the scale is
that image exploitation tasks indicate the level of interpret-
ability for imagery. If more challenging tasks can be per-
formed with a given image, then the image is deemed to be
of higher interpretability. A set of standard image exploita-
tion tasks or “criteria” defines the levels of the scale. The
purpose of the scale development methodology is to select
“good” criteria to form the scale and to associate these
criteria with the appropriate levels of image interpretability.
Historically, the methodology has been performed with
hardcopy image transparencies. The NIIRS development
process involves five major steps:

• Image Scaling Evaluation: Analysts rate imagery of
varying scene content and quality with respect to sub-
jective image interpretability. The analysis of these
ratings determines a set of marker images against
which a set of image exploitation tasks will be rated.

Fig. 10 Task confidence ratings for each analyst: Correlation with
the mean. The high correlations �values close to one� demonstrate
the consistency among the analysts.

Fig. 11 Task confidence ratings for three �3� tasks relative to GSD

for the image clips.

November 2007/Vol. 46�11�7
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• Development of candidate criteria: Criteria are simple
image exploitation tasks that are relevant to the ana-
lysts working with this type of imagery.

• Criteria Scaling Evaluation: Analysts rate the exploi-
tation criteria relative to marker images that were se-
lected based on analysis of the rating in the image
scaling evaluation. This step links the criteria to the
underlying perceptual quality scale that was implicitly
defined by the analysts’ ratings in the Image Scaling
Evaluation.

• Construction of the actual scale: Using the data from
the image and criteria scaling evaluations, specific cri-
teria are selected to form each level of the scale.

• Scale Validation Evaluation: Analysts use the scale
constructed from the criteria to rate imagery, in order
to assess the properties of the scale.

.1 Design of the Evaluation

o adapt the NIIRS development methodology to the soft-
opy environment with motion imagery, two modifications
ere necessary. First, the imagery was viewed in softcopy
sing a controlled viewing environment and standard image
isplay software. Second, the criteria rating process has
een modified slightly, because the previous approach
ould be unnecessarily cumbersome to employ with mo-

ion imagery. This evaluation used a limited set of motion
magery clips and criteria to assess the basic approach to
cale development. The evaluation consisted of two steps:

1. Subjective ratings of the interpretability of motion
imagery clips.

2. Subjective ratings of the difficulty associated with

Fig. 12 Task confidence ratings acros
specific image exploitation tasks �criteria�.

ptical Engineering 117401-
In the first step, two clips were designated as references.
One clip was assigned a subjective interpretability rating of
0 �zero� and the other clip was assigned a subjective inter-
pretability rating of 100. Each IA first reviewed these two
reference clips to become familiar with their level of inter-
pretability. The IA then reviewed the remaining clips and
rated each one on the 0–100 scale. The order of presenta-
tion was randomized. The IA rated each clip according to
its interpretability, keeping in mind clips that define 0 and
100 on this subjective scale. Ratings below 0 or above 100
were permitted if the IA felt that the clips were worse �of
lower interpretability� than the “0” marker or better �of
higher interpretability� than the “100” marker. After the IAs
assigned their initial ratings, they were permitted to cycle
through the clips a second time and change any ratings they
thought were inappropriate.

The second step in the evaluation was a set of criteria
ratings. In this step, five imagery clips served as the mark-
ers. The IA began by reviewing the five marker clips to
become familiar with them. Then the criteria were pre-
sented in a randomized order. The IA assessed whether the
exploitation task described by each criterion was achiev-
able on a clip with an interpretability level comparable to
each marker clip. The IA identified the two marker clips
that “bounded” the criteria, i.e., the highest marker on
which the task could be performed and the lowest marker
on which the task cannot be performed. They noted the two
markers and then rated the position of the criteria relative to
the two markers �Fig. 13�.

4.2 Analysis and Results
The goal of the data analysis was to verify that the meth-

s relative to GSD for the image clips.
s task
odology employed in this evaluation is viable for construct-
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ng a NIIRS-like scale for motion imagery.13 The analysis
ddresses both steps in the evaluation—image ratings and
riteria ratings.

.2.1 Imagery ratings
or the imagery ratings, the fundamental question is
hether analysts perceive the interpretability of the imag-

ry clips to be well defined along a single primary dimen-
ion. The primary indicator will be the consistency of rat-
ngs across analysts and indications that the ratings are
ominated by a single dimension which defines the under-
ying perceptual scale. The analysis will assess the follow-
ng issues:

• Presence of outliers in the ratings
• Variance across IAs of the ratings of individual clips
• Principle component analysis of the ratings
• Relationship between ratings and GSD of the clips
• Effects due to the experience and backgrounds of the

IAs, i.e., level of experience with motion imagery
• Effects due to target motion in the clip.

The initial data screening revealed no outliers or anoma-
ous data. The analysts exhibited good rater consistency,
ith correlations between each rater and the mean of the
roup typically around 0.9–0.95 �Fig. 14�. Principal com-
onent analysis also confirmed that the ratings fall along a
ingle primary dimension. The first principal component
ccounts for more that 86 percent of the variance.

The ratings also show a strong linear relationship with
og10�GSD� �Fig. 15�. Regression analysis provided an es-

imated relationship that is consistent with other NIIRS in-
estigations. Log10�GSD� accounts for about 90 percent of
he variance in the ratings.

Previous evaluations9,10 have indicated small, but sig-
ificant perceptual effects due to target motion. In previous
tudies, clips with high target motion have been rated
lightly higher in interpretability, compared to clips with
ittle or no target motion. We investigated the same issue
ith the current data set and found no significant effects.
he levels of target and camera motion were rated �high,
edium, and low� for each clip and the ratings were incor-

orated into a stepwise regression analysis. The dependent
ariable was the mean rating for the clip and the candidate
ndependent variables were Log10�GSD�, the rating of tar-
et motion, and the rating of camera motion. Only
og10�GSD� provided an explanatory power; the ratings of

arget and camera motion were not statistically significant.

.2.2 Criteria ratings
he criteria ratings provide the link between perceived in-

Fig. 13 Depiction of the criteria rating process.
erpretability of motion imagery and the ability to perform

ptical Engineering 117401-
specific image exploitation tasks. To form a scale, the rat-
ings must be consistent across analysts, indicating that IAs
share a common understanding of the tasks and how these
tasks relate to the interpretability of the clips. The analysis
will assess the following issues:

• Presence of outliers in the ratings
• Variance across IAs of the ratings of individual criteria
• Principle component analysis of the ratings
• Effects due to the experience and backgrounds of the

IAs, i.e., level of experience with motion imagery
• Effects due to the dynamic nature of the criteria, i.e.,

“static” versus “dynamic” tasks.

The first step in the analysis was to convert the analysts’
responses to numerical ratings. Each marker clip was as-
signed a nominal position on the 0–100 scale �Table 4�. The
rating assigned by each analyst indicated the clips that
“bounded” the exploitation task and the relative position
between the marker clips. The numerical values were de-
rived by interpolating between the corresponding marker
values. A task, for example, that was judged to be midway
between markers B and C would receive a numerical rating
of 37.5.

Once the responses were converted to the numerical
scale, analysis proceeded in a manner similar to Step 1. As
with Step 1, the data screening revealed no outliers or
anomalies. Subsequent analysis shows that the ratings were
consistent �Fig. 16�. Correlations between individuals and
the overall mean were, once again, in the 0.9–0.95 range.

Table 4 Scale values assigned to marker clips

Marker clip Scale value

A 0

B 25

C 50

D 75

E 100

Fig. 14 Consistency of imagery ratings. The high correlations �val-
ues close to one� demonstrate the consistency among the analysts.
November 2007/Vol. 46�11�9
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rincipal component analysis yielded similar results with
he first principal component accounting for about 86 per-
ent of the overall variance in the data.

Conclusions and Future Directions
he results of these investigations indicate that the pro-
osed methodology is appropriate for development of a
IIRS-like scale for motion imagery. Imagery analysts per-

eive interpretability of motion imagery as one dimen-
ional. This underlying perception of interpretability for
otion imagery also correlates closely with GSD for the

lip, which is consistent with previous NIIRS development
fforts. Rater variability also was relatively low, indicating
he IAs are consistent in their assessments of the imagery.

The results also imply that the scale development meth-
dology is viable. IAs were consistent in their ratings of the
xploitation tasks and rater variability was small enough to

Fig. 15 Relationship betwee

ig. 16 Consistency of the criteria ratings. The high correlations
values close to one� demonstrate the consistency among the

nalysts.

ptical Engineering 117401-1
support construction of a scale with perceptually separable
levels. The image exploitation tasks for the methodology
validation evaluation focused almost exclusively on detec-
tion and recognition of activities, which would be sensitive
to the dynamic nature of motion imagery. The earlier evalu-
ations demonstrated consistent ratings of such tasks, but
show that these types of tasks are sensitive to frame rate.

The findings form the basis for plans to develop a
NIIRS-like scale for motion imagery. The tasks that com-
prise the scale will address detection and recognition of
activities and, hence, will exploit the dynamic nature of
motion imagery. Based on the results presented here we
expect the initial scale to be closely related to Log10�GSD�
and to be sensitive to frame rate. In this manner, the major
drivers of perceived interpretability are expected to be spa-
tial and temporal resolution. Other studies8,9 also suggest
the target contrast will play an important role. The next
steps in the scale development process are to conduct large
image rating and task rating evaluations along the lines
used in this study. These two evaluations will provide the
basic data from which a draft scale can be constructed. The
final step, of course, will be validation of the scale.
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